
1. Introduction 

In recent years, the main objective of insurance regulation has focused on insurer 

solvency.  The purpose of solvency regulation is to protect policyholders against the 

risk that their insurers will not be able to meet their obligations. Capital standards are 

the key to solvency regulation. One simple way to implement solvency regulation is 

to set fixed minimum capital standards. However, fixed minimum capital standards 

alone cannot reflect the risk associated with each insurer. Because of the limitations of 

fixed minimum capital standards, the National Association of Insurance 

Commissioners (NAIC) developed and implemented Risk-Based Capital (RBC) 

standards at the end of 1992. The RBC standards vary with the types and amounts of 

exposures that insurers face.    

The NAIC's RBC formula encompasses seven categories of risk.1Each category 

is classified according to an insurer's activities that may create risk. Each risk is 

assigned a different weighted charge for calculating the required capital. The NAIC 

formula to calculate the authorized control level risk-based capital (ACLRBC) 

follows: 

                                                 
1The categories include affiliates ( 0C ), asset risk-other ( 1C ), insurance ( 2C ), interest rate risk ( aC3 ), 

health credit ( bC3 ), business risk excluding health administrative expense component ( aC4 ), and 

health administrative expense component of business risk ( bC 4 ). 
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The regulator then compares the ACLRBC with the Total Adjusted Capital (TAC) 

on the annual report. If an insurer's TAC falls below its ACLRBC, it would be noted 

and acted upon by the regulator. 

Since the implementation of the RBC requirement in the life insurance industry, 

research has focused on the predictive value of the standards. (e.g., Cummins, 

Harrington, Klein, 1995; Grace, Harrington, Klein, 1998; Cummins, Grace, Philips, 

1999). To date, there is insufficient research to shed light on how the RBC 

requirements have impacted the life insurer's capital and risk taking behavior.  

Cummins and Sommer (1996) investigate the relationship between capital and 

risk in property-liability insurance firms. They use changes in the firm’s portfolio risk 

as a proxy for risk. Their results indicate a positive relationship between capital and 

risk, but do not support that regulatory costs play a significant role in determining the 

insurer’s capital and risk. 

Baranoff and Sager (2002) explore the inter-relationship between capital and 

risk-taking behavior in the life insurance industry in the post RBC era. Their paper 

divides the risk of the life insurer into asset risk and product risk. Their results suggest 

that for life insurers, the relationship between capital and asset risk is significantly 



positive, while the relationship between capital and product risk is negative.  

Following Sherieves and Dahl (1992) this paper explores how the RBC 

requirements have impacted life insurers’ capital and risk-taking behavior. Cummins 

and Sommer (1996) use only one risk measurement of insurer risk. In order to explore 

fully the relationship between capital and risk-taking behavior, we introduce two 

variables for asset and product side risk2.  

In Baranoff and Sager (2002), we notice that the coefficients of the RBC 

variables are either zero or insignificant. A possible explanation for this is that the 

relationship between the RBC ratio and the capital ratio may not be a linear function. 

A curve may be a better function to display this relationship. Therefore, we classify 

insurers into three or ten groups according to the level of each insurer's ACLRBC to 

replace the RBC ratio in the model. In this way, the RBC classified variables are 

significant and we can observe the impact of the RBC standard on the different groups. 

Furthermore, this study divides the sample into several sub-samples depend ing on 

SIZE, TYPE and STATUS of insurers. We could thus explore the different influences 

these factors have in the levels of RBC. Data are obtained from the NAIC database of 

life insurers’ annual statements, and span from 1993 to 2001. 

 Using a simultaneous equation model, we find a negative relationship between 

                                                 
2 Similar risk measurements are adopted by Baranoff and Sager (2002). 



product risk and capital ratio, but the relationship between asset risk and capital ratio 

was insignificant. Insurers with a lower RBC not only increased their capital ratio but 

also increase their product risk. Furthermore, we found that smaller life insurance 

companies with a low RBC ratio not only increased their capital ratio but also 

increased product risk. This implied that regulators required insurers with low RBC 

ratios to increase their capital, while at the same time increasing product risk.   

 This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the model and variables.  

Section 3 displays the sample selection, methodology, and empirical results. Section 4 

presents the conclusion.  

 


